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Methods of education have changed considerably, through the 
years* In just the past half century young people and students se¬ 
cured all of their information for a school course from a single 
textbook. They were not taught to question authors' statements or 
to secure additional information on various subjects. It was just a 
matter of reciting the exact words of the author. If a student was 
able to do this he was graded 100 per cent in the lesson for the day*-1. 
Today, classroom teachers are experimenting with committee 
work, pupil-teacher planning, audio-visual techniques, and new forms 
of the socialized recitation. These newer methods of teaching re¬ 
quire students to use all kinds of printed and non-printed materials 
that will enable them to learn more in their school courses. They are 
also taught to think for themselves on issues which confront them and 
to get the opinion of more than one authority on any given subject* 
In order to foster the newer trends in education, the school 
library must play an important role in providing the many materials 
for the school's program. The library should be well equipped and 
ever changing to meet the needs of all clientele served. For this 
reason, an evaluation of the library at certain intervals is needed 
^National Education Association, Department of Supervision 




so that the library's effectiveness and contribution to the entire 
program of the school can be determined. In addition to determining 
the state of present conditions and facilities, an evaluation can 
also form a basis for future planning. 
Purpose and Scope 
This study, made during the 1958-59 academic year is con¬ 
cerned with a description and evaluation of the library in the Jewett 
High School, Winter Haven, Florida. It covers such features as li¬ 
brary service to students and teachers, personnel, finance, quarters 
and equipment, materials, and use of the library by pupils in grades 
7 through 12. Although, grades three to six, officially became a 
part of the school in 1958, facilities for these grades are not con¬ 
sidered because the library section for these students is in the pro¬ 
cess of being organized. 
The specific purposes of the study area (l) To analyze the 
facilities in the library; (2) to measure the school library facilities 
and services against the prevailing standards established by the Florida 
Accreditation Committee, the Southern Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools, and The American Library Association; (3) to de¬ 
termine to what extent the library meets the needs of the curriculum; 
(4) to make suggestive plans for future development and improvement 
of this library. 
Significance 
It is hoped that this study will prove of value to educators, 
and especially to those who are working in the locality where the 
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study is done, in the following respects* 
1. That school authorities and administrators will 
recognize the need for better school libraries and 
facilities* 
2* That they will strive to make provisions for 
improvements wherever needed. 
3* That librarians will put forth greater efforts 
to promote the use of available materials and 
provide better services for school clientele. 
4. That teachers will aid in projecting the library 
by correlating to a greater extent their teachings 
with library materials. 
Methodology 
* 
Various methods were used to secure essential facts that were 
necessary to the study. Literature dealing with library service in 
schools was used as background material for the survey. The librarian 
with the aid of student assistants checked library use and activities 
by spot sampling. By this method, attendance, use and the amount of 
service were determined. Checklists were filled out by all students 
in the school to determine the non-users of the library and their 
reasons for not using the library. Teachers also filled out checklists 
concerning their use of the library. The checklists used are in appen¬ 
dices A and B. 
A Planning Guide for the High School Library Program*1- was 
followed in making the entire study. Much descriptive matter about 
the community was taken from a booklet, Winter Haven; Your City. 
Frances Henne, Ruth Ersted, and Alice Lohrer, A Planning Guide 
for the High School Library Program (Chicago* American Library 
Association,' "l95lj • 
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prepared by the League of Women Voters of Winter Haven.^ Other de¬ 
tailed information about the community was secured from the booklets, 
Winter Haven Florida is the Spot.^ and What's Doing in Winter Haven. 
The United States Bureau of Census supplied further detailed infor¬ 
mation.^ 
fainted sources such as the faculty handbook and students' 
handbook served as guides for a description of the curriculum, philo¬ 
sophy and objectives of the Jewett High School. Other specific character¬ 
istics of the school were secured from the principal and librarian, re¬ 
spectively. Standards for Accreditation of Florida Schools^ ty the 
State Department of Education was another printed source used because 
it includes the standards for school libraries in Florida. Quantitative 
and qualitative evaluations of the book collection were made through the 
use of A Planning Guide for the High School Library Program, and the 
following other book selection toolsi 
A Basic Book Collection for Junior High Schools• Compiled 
by a Qjoint Committee of the American Library Association, 
National Education Association, and National Council of 
Teachers of English. Chicago! American Library 
Association, 1956. 
^League of Women Voters, Winter Havenf Your City (Winter Haveni 
League of Women Voters, 1958). 
^Chamber of Commerce, Winter Haven Florida Is The Spot (Winter 
Haveni Chamber of Commerce, 1957). 
^Winter Haven Herald, What's Doing in Winter Haven (Winter 
Haveni Winter Haven Herald, 1958). 
^U. S. Bureau of Census, U. S. Census of Population! 1950. 
Characteristics of the Population PartX, Florida, Chapter B (Washington, 
D.C.i Government Printing Office, 1950). 
5 
State Department of Education, Standards for Accreditation of 
Florida Schools (Tallahassee 1 State Department of Education, 1954). 
5 
A Basic Book Collection for High Schools. Compiled 
by a Joint Committee of the American Library Associa¬ 
tion, National Education Association, and National 
Council of Teachers of English. Chicago» American 1 
Library Association, 1957* 
Standard Catalog for High School Libraries. Fifth edition. 
New York» H. W. Wilson Co., 1947 
Standard Catalog for High School libraries and 
Supplements. New York» H. W. Wilson Coi, 1952-57» 
Characteristics of the Community 
In order to serve better the students with whom she works 
and also utilize community resources, the librarian should become 
acquainted with the community in which she is employed. So that this 
requirement may be fulfilled, Whitelaw^ suggests that information 
about the following aspects of the community be gathered* (l)' Evolu¬ 
tion of the community and its present physical features; (2) popu¬ 
lation; (3) economic security; (4) housing; (5) the family; (6) health; 
(7) social adjustment; (8) leisure; (9) religion; and, (10) education. 
Evolution of the community.-Hffinter Haven, the second largest 
city in Polk County, was platted in 1884 and was named by an earlier 
settler, P. D. Eyclesheimer. It is located in the center of the 
Florida penisula, $0 miles northeast of Tampa, and $0 miles west of 
Orlando, Florida, ü. S. Highway 17» and State Roads 655» 542, 544, 
555» and 540 pass through the city. U. S. Highways 92 and 27 serve 
the area. 
Rolling hills covered with citrus groves completely surround 
the area. Lakes are numerous, and most of the climate is subtropical, 
■^John B. Whitelaw, The School and Its Community (Revised 
edition. Baltimore* John Hopkins Press, 1951), p. 26. 
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but the summer heat is moderated by winds that sweep across the penin¬ 
sula and by the influence of the great number cf lakes. From late 
October to June very little rain falls and freezing temperatures 
rarely occur. The warmest weather occurs from June through September. 
Population.—The population of Winter Haven, according to the 
1950 United Census, was 8,605 with approximately 17 per cent of the 
total population being Negro. The Negro male population is 7^5 and 
female, 766.^ However, according to a recent survey made by the city 
in 1958, the population is 18,000, with the ratio of Negroes remaining 
at 17 per cent of the total. 
Economic security.—Tourism and citrus fruits are the chief 
industries in Winter Haven. There are some manufacturing plants near¬ 
by, including two can and one carton factories. Moreover, an important 
supplement to Winter Haven's income is the Bartow Air Base, located be¬ 
tween Bartow, the county seat which is 10 miles south of the city, and 
Winter Haven. Approximately 80 per cent of the 1,000 civilian employee#, 
permanent party and student officers at the base reside and spend money 
in Winter Haven. Cypress Gardens, Bok Tower, Tropical Adventureland, 
Weapons of the World, Great Masterpiece, Passion Flay, Citrus Museum, 
Florida Citrus Exposition, and the city’s 100 lakes, provide the main 
tourist attractions. The income from all of these sources contributes 
to the economy of Winter Haven. 
Housing.— Housing facilities are fair in the Winter Haven 
area. Many people own their homes. The houses that are rented for 
the most part are privately owned duplex apartments. There are no 
• 5. Bureau of Census, 0£. cit.. p. 78. 
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government housing projects. A few tenement houses are not in good 
condition, hut there are no Blum areas in the city. A new housing 
development of low priced houses is being established. These new 
houses will improve living conditions for Negroes in the vicinity. 
Family life.--Statistics reveal that there is an average of 
three persons per household in Winter Haven. There are 4,569 married, 
1,273 single, and 857 widowed or divorced persons in Winter Haven. 
The median annual income of families in Winter Haven is$2,219> with 
45*7 P©r cent of families having annual incomes less than $2,000,^ 
Health.—Winter Haven has oie hospital that will take care 
of 146 patients. There are 36 physicians, including one pathologist 
and two radiologistsj 55 registered nurses; 40 practical nurses and 
15 nurses1 aides on the hospital staff. The Folk County Health Depart¬ 
ment has a clinic in Winter Haven which cooperates with the city in 
carrying out various community health programs. The Health Depart¬ 
ment performs such duties as, investigating food establishments, con¬ 
trolling communicable diseases, and furnishing free services to citizens 
who are unable to pay for medical attention. There is also a school 
nurse who administers to the health needs of the children. 
Social organizations.—Practically all of the civic and fra¬ 
ternal organizations in the city do their share in helping to improve 
the community. These organizations area The KLwanis Club (composed of 
white citizens in the community), Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, the ïfliizzettes 
Club, Community Improvement Association, the Gray Ladies, Masons, 
Eastern Star, and the Voters' League. 
1Ibid., p. 29. 
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The Kiwanis Club has given land for a Negro boys' and girls’ 
playground and eye glasses to the less fortunate school children. 
Uniforms for the school band were purchased through the cooperative 
efforts of the other organizations and other citizens in the community. 
A football stadium was built because of the leadership of the Community 
Improvement Association. The Zeta Phi Beta Sorority purchased land 
to improve facilities at the children's park and beach. 
Recreational facilities.--The city has equipped a park for 
Negroes. This park is located on one of the many lakes in Winter Haven, 
and has beach facilities, a concession stand, tennis courts, and play 
equipment for children. 
Cypress Gardens is another recreational outlet in the community 
for both Negro and white people. It is a tropical wonderland where 
brilliant flowers and tropical plants from all parts of the world grow 
among oak and cypress trees. Tours through the garden are made by foot 
and boat. An attraction which boosts the attendance, is the water ski 
shows. The shows are given daily by the aqua maids and world champion 
water skiers. Movies, newsreels, television pictures and commercials 
for various companies are among the other activities that take place 
at the gardens. 
Negores have access to the city golf course each Monday of 
every week. As a result of this many golf enthusiasts have developed 
in the area. 
At the nearby lake Wales community, 15 miles southeast of 
Winter Haven, many people attend the Passion Play that is presented 
throughout the winter season. The Bok Singing Tower is also located 
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in the same vicinity. The tower which stands in a large park, contains 
one of the largest sets of bell chimes or carillons in the world. Every 
day beautiful melodies are played on the chimes for the benefit of the 
visitors at the partk. 
Churches.—There are 13 Negro churches in the community repre¬ 
senting four denominations. The First Baptist Church sponsors an annual 
summer Vacation Bible School for children. Â Choirs' Union haB been 
organized by the churches in the community and once every month the 
group alternates in attending a program sponsored at a church by some 
choir in the union. 
Educational facilities.-- Polk County has schools in all of its 
communities. There are 12 schools in Winter Haven} however, there are 
only two Negro schools in the city. Jewett Primary School serves 
children in grades one through three. Jewett High-Elementary School 
serves children in grades three through 12. The Jewett Mult School 
is also operated for the purpose of helping veterans and civilians 
further their education. No fees are paid by students participating in 
the program} the school is supported by the county and the state. Three 
privately owned nursery and kindergarten schools are operated for the 
purpose of helping working mothers and training the pre-school children. 
Characteristics of the School 
The present Jewett School is an outgrowth of the Polk County 
Training School that was erected in 1926. The school's program of 
studies was at first extended through the tenth grade. In later years, 
the curriculum and facilities were organized to accommodate grades one 
through 12. In 1942 the school's name was changed from Polk County 
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Training School to Jewett High School, in remembrance of a great 
philanthropist, Dr. Mary B. Jewett. 
In 1946 the school was separated into two units? one of which 
became Jev/ett High School, located on a different site, and the other 
unit became an all elementary school, remaining in the original building. 
Jewett High School's new plant included an office and four classrooms. 
In 1948 funds that had been left by Dr. Jewett were used to construct 
a vocational home economics suite and a well equipped shop. In 1955 
the physical plant was increased greatly when a library, a new home 
economics suite, physical education classrooms, a cafeteria, a new shop, 
and a gymtorium were added. The school is accredited by the Florida 
State Department of Education, and approved by the Southern Association 
of Colleges and Secondary Schools. 
There are 21 teachers and 01® principal on the high school 
faculty. Twenty of the teachers hold the bachelor's degrees? the 
principal and one teacher hold master's degrees. There is a total 
enrollment of 487 students in grades seven through 12 with 12 per cent 
coming from two nearby small towns that do not offer high school 
curriculums, and four per cent from one twwn that offers work through 
grade eight. 
Table 1 shows the total number of students in each grade and 
the percentage of each gjrade to the total school enrollment. The 
distribution in the table reveals that there is a great decrease in 
the enrollment after pupils leave the last year in the junior high 
school. Economic conditions may be one contributing factor to this 
^State Department of Education, Florida Educational Directory 
(Tallahassee* State Department of Education, 1957), p. 95. 
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TABIE 1 
DISTRIBUTION BY GRADE Œ PUPILS AND THE PERCENTAGE OF EACH GRADE 
TO THE TOTAL JEÏ2ETT HIGH SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 
Grade Number of Pupils Percentage of Total 
School Enrollment 
7 131 27.2 
8 96 19.7 
9 83 17.2 
10 68 14.1 
11 59 11.4 






situation, Many families are large and students have to work to help 
with the financial support. The pay for harvesting citrus fruits is 
high. Money can he made quickly during the citrus season? therefore, 
many students also drop out to derive immediate financial benefits. 
Then again, the area has many migratory people, following seasonal 
work, who move from one part of the country to another. From these 
factors one can readily draw the conclusion that students need more 
guidance at home and at school. They need to be made to realize the 
advantages that can be gained in later years from an education. Most 
of all they need more encouragement and financial assistance from 
parents. 
There is an average of between 40 and 45 students who graduate 
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annually from Jewett High School, with 25 per cent of them going to 
college. The finance problem enters this picture too# There are 
parents who are not able financially to further educate their children. 
Then there are students who would get the opportunity to attend college, 
but are more interested in securing jobs immediately upon finishing 
high school so that they can have money to spend temporarily# They 
are not willing to make the sacrifice of remaining in school additional 
years so that their earning powers will be greater over longer periods 
of time# 
The courses offered in the school aret biology, chemistry, 
general science, English, mathematics, home making, industrial arts, 
social studies, music, typewriting, health and physical education# 
Other activities for students include organizations such as* the Library 
Club, Camera Club, Student Council, Purple and Gold Honor Society, the 
Social Studies Club, Future Teachers of America, Science Club, Industrial 
Arts Club, New Homemakers of America, Sunshine Club, School Patrol, 
basketball and football teams, the band and the choir# A daily activity 
period of 45 minutes is set up in the schedule# Three times a week this 
period is used for organizational activities; one period is used for the 
general assembly program, and the other is used for a homeroom guidance 
period# 
Objectives of the School 
Each school must have objectives that are constructed to meet 
the educational needs of all its youth. The Jewett High School accepts 
the responsibility of providing experiences that will lead to self- 
realization and worthy achievements for all persons enrolled. The school 
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provides courses and activities that are conducive to wholesome living 
and attempts to give to the community individuals who can make desirable 
contributions to society."^ 
The philosophy of Jewett High School is based upon the belief 
that the curriculum should afford opportunities for the foregoing attri¬ 
butes. The present philosophy is as follows» 
We believe that the true evaluation of a pupil's 
progress cannot be computed in terms of grades or 
ratings but rather in terms of mastery of meaningful 
understandings, efficient skills, desirable attitudes 
and ideals, and his use of these in his everyday 
living.2 
In order to accomplish the above philosophy, the principal and 
faculty set up the following specific objectives! 
1. To develop the ability to make independent decisions. 
2. To develop the ability to differentiate between 
essentials and non-essentials. 
3. To develop community mindedness. 
4. To develop a concern for our social institutions. 
5. To guide every pupil in such a way that he will 
discover the true meaning of democratic living; 
that is, that he will learn that happy relation¬ 
ships can only result when he and other pupils 
learn to have respect for other people in all 
contacts with them.3 
All personnel of the Jewett High School are required to become 
acquainted with the philosophy and the objectives of the school. They 
seek to accomplish them when planning student activities. This same 
^■Jewett High School Faculty, Jewett High School Faculty Hand¬ 
book (V/inter Haven* Jewett High School Faculty, 1955), P* 19 • 
2Ibid. 
^Ibid., p, 20. 
principle holds true for the librarian, she too, must become acquainted 
with the goals toward which her school is aiming. 
Objectives of the Library 
The Jewett High School Library is an integral part of the total 
educational program of the school. It strives to be a service agency, 
a teaching agency, a materials center, and a reading center for the 
entire school.^ Although the basic objectives of the library are the 
same as those of the school, there are certain specific objectives 
which the library seeks to accomplish. They are the same as those out- 
2 
lined by the American library Association, and are as follows* 
1. To participate effectively in the school's program 
as it strives to meet the needs of the pupils, 
teachers, parents and other community members. 
2. To provide boys and girls with the library materials 
and services most appropriate and most meaningful 
in their growth and development as individuals. 
3* To stimulate and guide pupils in all phases of 
their reading that they may find increasing en¬ 
joyment and satisfaction and may grow in critical 
judgement and appreciation. 
4. To provide an opportunity through library experiences 
for boys and girls to develop helpful interests 
to make satisfactory adjustments, and to acquire desirable 
social attitudes. 
5. To help children and young people to beoome skillful 
and discriminating users of libraries and of 
printed and audio-visual materials. 
6. To work with teachers in the selection and use of 
3-Mary Peacock Douglas, The Teacher Librarian's Handbook 
(Second edition, Chicago* American Library Association, 1?49), p. 3» 
^American Library Association, American Association of School 
Librarians, School Libraries for Today and Tomorrow* Functions and 
Standards (Chicago*American Library Association, 1954), p. 9. 
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all types of library materials which contribute to 
the teaching program. 
7* To participate with other teachers and administrators 
in programs for the continuing professional and 
cultural growth of the school staff* 
The librarian strives to fulfill all of these objectives so 
that the school library can perform its duty in helping to make Jewett 
a better school* 
This, the introductory chapter, gives the purpose and scope 
of the study, its significance and methodology. It gives an analysis 
of the school studied. It comments upon the background of the pupils 
and community. In the succeeding chapters the facilities, services 
and use of the library in the Jewett High School will be discussed* 
A comparison will be made between the facilities, services, and use 
of the library in this school and the standards of libraries outlined 
by the state, regional, and national accrediting ... agencies in an 
effort to show to what extent the Jewett School Library meets the needs 
of the curriculum and of the students in the community. The last 
chapter will include suggestions for the future development and im¬ 
provement of this school library. 
CHAPTER II 
LIBRARY ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES F(R 
STUDENTS AND TEACHERS 
A good school library program makes provisions for the students, 
teachers, and the librarian to have an active part in planning the ex¬ 
tent to which the materials in the library and those which the library 
will acquire will be used, Witmer states that, the nature of the 
library is most readily understood when translated into pupil, teacher, 
and librarian activities.* 
Student Participation in the General Library Program 
In the Jewett High School the following methods are used to 
allow students to participate in the library program of the school! 
Under the direction of the English teacher as a part of the classroom 
work this past term two classes evaluated the recreation section of 
the library and in terms of their hobbies and interests suggested books 
which they thought the library should have in this collection. Students 
put bibliographic information for books and materials which they are 
desirous of having in the library's collection on slips of paper and 
dropped them in the consideration file. Members of the Library Club 
come from all classes in the school and they serve as media in the 
Eleanor Witmer, "Library Service at the Secondary School Level," 
The Library in General Education. Forty SeOond Yearbook of the National 
Society for the Study of Education, Fart II (Chicago! University of 
Chicago Press, 1943)» p, 54, 
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entire school for determining in some cases just what types of reading 
materials their fellow class and school mates prefer. Suggestions for 
materials to be added to the school library are discussed in home room 
meetings. Then once during the school term reports from the home room 
classes about suggested new materials are brought into one of the Li¬ 
brary Club meetings by members of the club. 
Space is provided in the library for exhibits of the work that 
students have done in classes» clubs, or outside of the school. Students 
in the science and industrial arts departments have been most active 
in placing projects in the library. The library also has trophies 
on display that have been won by students in the music and physical 
education departments. 
The members of the staff of the school paper prepare the paper 
for the press in the library conference room each month. The con¬ 
ference room is also used by student groups in preparing poster^ display 
materials and other class projects and assignments. 
Good student assistants are indispensable to a worthwhile 
school library program. The Jewett School Library has 12 non-paid 
Btudent assistants. Two or these perform clerical duties. At the 
end of each school term the librarian entertains all of the members 
with a tea or a party and awards certificates of merit. No credit 
points of any kind are given to student library assistants because 
as a rule activity points are not given in the Jewett High School. 
If there is a senior in the group who has given faithful service, the 
Library Club purchases a gift for this person. 
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The Reading Guidance Program of the School Library 
A. basic reading guidance program should be established by the 
librarian. The librarian participates in the reading guidance program 
of the school by cooperating with all teachers in the school in any 
aspect of the reading program with which they may be concerned. She 
talks informally with students about their reading interests, guides 
them in the selection of books, promotes effective displays and 
publicity* The librarian helps pupils find reading materials for 
academic and non-academic purposes, creates a favorable reading at¬ 
mosphere, develops in pupils good reading habits which create in them 
life-long appreciation of literature, and helps them to understand, 
interpret, and evaluate what they have read. 
Reading guidance activities performed by the librarian at the 
Jewett High School.—The librarian at Jewett High School contributes 
to the reading program of the school through preparing reading lists 
for various classes after conferring with teachers about reading 
abilities and interests of students in the classes. Copies of these 
lists are sent to the teachers for students* use. The librarian also 
talks informally with students about their reading, arranges displays 
frequently and guides students in the selection of books for assigned 
and non-assigned readings. During the current school year two seventh 
grade classes needed some remedial reading} the librarian immediately 
recommended to the teachers of these groups the Science Research 
Associates Reading Laboratory.1 which she had in the library. These 
1 Don Parker, Emily Tuttle, and Eleanor McGrath, Science 
Research Associates Reading Laboratory (Chicago* Science Research 
Associates, Inc.ÿ 1958). 
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materials are on a low reading level, but they have high interest level. 
Each set of cards in the group is a different color representing a single 
reading level. Reports from teachers concerning improvement in the 
reading ability of the students were favorable. 
The librarian endeavors to become personally acquainted with 
all of the pupils she serves. There are times when the librarian dis¬ 
covers students who have personal problems, and she recommends to them 
the books which she thinks can be helpful in the solution of these 
problems. 
The Social Guidance Program of the School Library 
The school library has a strategic place in the social guidance 
program of the school. The school librarian should be cognizant of 
this fact, and make provisions for such services in the overall planning 
with the teachers and guidance counselors. 
Students in the Jewett High School are encouraged by the li¬ 
brarian to develop the proper attitudes toward public property. The 
librarian talks to individual students and groups in the library. She 
also visits classrooms to tell students about the proper care of books, 
furniture, and other materials in the library. Students are counseled 
about their behavior; however, during the administration of the present 
librarian there have been no major disciplinary problems to occur in the 
library. In the event that a student’s hehavior is not representative 
of what it should be, the librarian reports the student to the home 
room teacher, and the citizenship grade is demerited. The library 
student assistants have the opportunity to have experiences which have 
educational value such as, book selection, reference work, display work, 
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and circulation work. Materials on personality, sex education, and 
etiquette are provided in the library. Attention is called to these 
materials through special displays and are also recommended personally 
by the librarian whenever she detects an immediate need for them. A 
limited collection of vocational guidance materials is maintained by 
the librarian. Hie guidance department contributes many of these 
materials in the form of pamphlets. 
Guidance in the Use of the Library and Its Resources 
The librarian of the Jewett High School gives formal library 
instruction to all seventh and eighth grade students. Thirty-two 
class hours of instruction to all seven sections of these two grades 
are given the first eight weeks of each academic year. A total of 
eight hours of instruction are given to each class, with each group 
coming to the library one class period far eight weeks. The lessons in 
orientation deal with arrangement of the library, the library rules and 
services, a general introduction to the card catalog, the classification 
plan of the library and the basic reference books. 
The study of library usage as outlined in How to Use the 
Library1 is used as a guide for this instruction. At the end of the 
instruction periods tests which have been constructed by the librarian 
are administered in order to determine the studdnts* skills and abilities 
to use the library and its resources. The results of these tests are 
used also by the librarian to determine students' weaknesses. Those 
students with weaknesses are given more individual instruction when 
^Beauel M. Santé, and Lois Lynn Hardy, How to Use the Librarv 
(Palo Alto* Pacific Books, 1955). 
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they return at intervals to use the library* 
No other formal instruction in the use of books and libraries 
is given students in the school* Library instruction to some extent 
is integrated in the English classes of the school» in that teachers 
reemphasize library UBage when they present the units on library in¬ 
struction in the textbooks* Groups of students are then brought to 
the library to do special assignments which give them an opportunity 
to use the library instruction that they have received and the librarian 
is available to give help wherever it is needed* 
Analysis of School Library Services to Maet Student Requests 
Table 2 shows the status of the Jewett High School Library 
with regard to the types of reference questions requested by students 
during a typical week in January 26-30» 1959* It will be noted that 
there were more requests} 8Ô» for materials for term papers» reports 
and speeches than for any other type of request. Requests for answers 
to factual- questions} 31» took second place* On the other hand, there 
were only six requests for extra-curricular activities materials} one 
for compilation of reading lists} and three for reading guidance* 
Indications from the table are that, the library seems to be 
doing a good job in regards to rendering services requested by the 
students. Only three requests out of 88 for materials for term papers, 
reports, and speeches were unanswered, and just four out of 31 requests 
for factual questions were unanswered* Of the six requests for materials 
for extra curricular activities two were unanswered* However, in 
considering an enrollment of 487 students there whould have been more 
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TABLE 2 
TYfES OF REFERENCE QUESTIONS REQUESTED BY STUDENTS DURING AN 
AVERAGE WEEK Œ JANUARY 26 - 30, 1?59 
Types of 
Number Per cent 
Requests Answered Unanswered Answered Unanswered Total 
Factual 









Activities 4 2 67 33 6 
Compilation 
of Reading 
Lists 1 0 100 0 1 
Reading 
Guidance 3 0 100 0 3 
Total 127 9 93 7 136 
requests in especially the last two areasj compilation of reading lists 
and reading guidance* It seems that the students need to become aware 
of the many services their school library can offer them. Students 
seem to be aware only of the library's possibilities in rendereing 
services to assist directly with class assignments that have been made 
specifically by teachers. When these are not giyen by the teachers 
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extensive requests for services do not exist* 
Library Activities and Services to Teachers 
Before the library can provide the services and activities 
that will make a good school program, the librarian must have the 
cooperation of the teachers in the school* The two should put forth 
every effort to work harmoniously for a better school program. Linder- 
man expresses the fact that, one of the chief services of the library 
is to provide materials for faculty members' teaching thus making the 
library a curriculum agency*^" 
At the Jewett High School the librarian notifies the teachers 
of all new materials that the library receives* When new books and 
other materials arrive in the library, the librarian lists the titles 
according to subject and makes enough mimeographed copies to distribute 
at least one copy to each teacher in the school* Reading lists and 
lists of resource materials are compiled for teachers upon their re- 
quests. Six such lists were prepared during the current school year* 
Some of the teachers discuss with the librarian in advance the assign¬ 
ments planned and ask that the materials be reserved for their students' 
use* The principal of the Jewett School encourages the teachers to 
keep the librarian informed about their teaching units and assignments. 
There is a library committee composed of two other faculty 
members besides the librarian. This group assists in the formulation 
of policies for the library and in the selection of library materials. 
^Winifred B* Linderman, "The School Librarian." The Library 
in General Education. Forty-second Yearbook of the National Society 
for the Study of Education, Part II (Chicago! University of Chicago 
Pfess, 1943), p. 143* 
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fln faculty members however, are given the opportunity to assist in 
selecting the books for the library. Before compiling the final list 
of books and materials to be ordered for another school term, the li¬ 
brarian informs the teachers to send in bibliographic information for 
books and other materials that they would like to have ordered and 
placed in the library's collection. All teachers are informed by 
written notice, and in many instances the librarian informs some teachers 
through direct conversation. Moreover, throughout the school year 
teachers are given the opportunity to submit requests for materials 
which they think the library should have in its collection. In order 
to avoid duplications and to keep the book collection balanced, the 
final responsibility for the selection of materials rests with the 
librarian. 
Not all teachers in the Jewett High School use the privilege 
given them to assist in the selection of materials for the library. 
It was found that only 10 or 47 per cent of them participated in the 
project during the current academic yearj therefore, more cooperation 
is needed along this line. 
Analysis of Library Services to Meet Teacher Requests 
During the week of Bhfcruary 2-6, 1959» an analysis of the types 
of reference questions requested by teachers was made at the Jewett 
High School Library. The results of this analysis are found in 
Table 3. 
The findings in Table 3 reveal that of the seven requests 
made for materials for extra-curricular activities four were answered* 
Out of the six requests made for materials for class assignments, five 
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TUBUS 3 
TYJES CST REFERENCE QUESTIONS REQUESTED BY TEACHERS 
DURING AN AVERAGE WEEK CF FEBRUARY 2-6, 1959 
Number Per cent 
Types of 
Requests 
Answered Unanswered Answered Unanswered Total 
Factual 
Questions . 1 0 100 0 1 
Material, for 
Class 
Assignments 5 1 83 7 6 
Material for 
Curriculum 




Activities 4 3 57 43 7 
Compilation 
of Reading 
Lists 3 0 100 0 3 
Remedial 
Reading 
Materials 2 0 100 0 2 
Total 15 4 79 21 19 
were answered. As for the other requests $ factual questions, 1; com¬ 
pilation of reading lists, 3» remedial reading materials, 2$ the 
library supplied answers to all of them. The three reading lists were 
prepared for teachers who wanted students to read novels for class re¬ 
ports, No requests were made for curriculum planning materials during 
this period. It is assumed that no such requests were made during this 
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period in February because the Curriculum Committee begins its planning 
the latter part of April or the first of May* 
The indications from the table are that, the library is doing 
an adequate job in fulfilling requests that are made by teachers for 
reference services, but the teachers are not requesting extensive 
services from the library* It may be implied that teachers should be¬ 
come familiar with various services that the school library can afford* 
them* Another implication 4s that since many of them are aware of the 
limited collection of materials in the library, they rely upon text¬ 
books, and personal collections of materials for their class assignments* 
For this reason, they fail to make requests for services from the 
library* However, if requests are made to a greater degree the li¬ 
brarian will be provided with useful evidence in selecting books and 
other materials for teachers' and students' use. 
CHAPTER III 
GENERAL USE OF THE LIBRARY 
Accessibility Factors 
The school library does not necessarily have to be located in 
the center of the school; however, the best planned libraries are cen¬ 
tralized in respect to main traffic arteries of the school* Libraries 
in the school are "usually adjacent to the heart of the area devoted 
to quiet study and traditional classrooms,"1 
The Jewett High School Library is somewhat centrally located 
in respect to the overall plant* It is situated in a wing of the plant 
that is flanked on both sides by buildings which are classified as 
units* "Unit A." flanks the library on the north, "Unit D" on the south; 
to the east of the library is "Unit B," and the library is in "Unit C." 
The library is located in a position that makes it easily accessible 
to all school personnel* In the unit in which it is located there is 
a mathematics classroom; and the homemaking suite which consists of 
clothing, social and cooking areas* The only undesirable factor in the 
situation is the odors from the cooking area* 
With the exception of once each school term the library is 
^Althea M. Currin, "Internal Organization and Administration," 
The Library in General Education. Forty-Second Yearbook of the National 
Society for the Study of Education, Part II (Chicago* University of 
Chicago Press, 1943), P* 253* 
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used exclusively for library purposes» On this occasion aptitude tests 
are given in the library to senior students. At this time the library 
is closed to all school personnel until twelve o*clock noon» Ordinarily 
the library is open during the entire school day, from 7*45 A.M» until 
3*45 P.M» Students have access to the library 30 minutes before school 
hours and 15 after school hours* Although, there are no other library 
facilities available to young people in the conmunity, the library is 
not open during vacation periods» No policy has been arranged to cir¬ 
culate materials from the Jewett High School Library during vacation 
periods* 
Students are admitted to the library only upon the presentation 
of passes signed by teachers in charge of them at the given time. Li¬ 
brary attendance is voluntary; there are no classes scheduled to the 
library. Borrowers* cards are not recommended for the school library; 
therefore, the Jewett High School Library does not use them. Stridents 
desirous of doing textbook assignments in the library are allowed to 
do so only if space permits; otherwise, students are asked to return 
to their classrooms so that others who are using library materials may 
have the space. 
Attendance and Use 
^n order to ascertain the objectives of the library, the students 
must have frequent access to the library. The main purpose in attempting 
to fulfill the attendance goal is to get as many students in the library 
without overcrowding it* Students should come; however, to the library 
for a specific purpose, not to just occupy a seat* 
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A record of student attendance» as indicated in Table 4» at the 
Jewett High School Library was kept for a typical week of March 2-6, 
1959 • The record showed that between 66 and 94 students attended the 
library daily during that week* The total attendance for the week was 
406; this included attendance before and after school* This attendance 
record indicated that 84 per cent of the students used the library once 
during a typical week. All students should use the library at least 
\ 
once during a typical week. 
Since the results, obtained from the week's checking was less 
than that desired, a checklist, found in Appendix A, was passed out to 
all students to determine the non-users of the library and the reasons 
for their non-attendance in the library. Table $ reveals the causes of 
non-attendance by the non-users of the library. Out of 487 students 
who were given checklists, there were 108 who did not use the library 
at least once a week. Of the items listed 52 students gave the reason, 
no free periods; and 26, lack of interest in reading. Of the other 
items, there were 11 students who said that they were able to get their 
assignments from textbooks; eight said that lack of adequate library 
facilities prevented them from using the library; six were able to 
complete their assignments during the supervised study periods in the 
classrooms, and five used resources outside the school. 
All reasons given for students' non-attendance in the library 
should be of concern to both librarian and teachers in the school. How¬ 
ever, lack of students' interest in reading should be of special concern 
to the librarian. The problem of, no free periods, can be relieved 
^Henne, Ersted, and Lohrer, op. cit.. p. 31. 
TABLE 4 
LIBRARY ATTENDANCE OF.STUDENTS AND TEACHERS OF JEWETT HIGH SCHOOL, MARCH 2-6, 1959 
Time Period 
O'* 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Total 
Stud, Teach. Stud. Teach Stud. Teach. Stud. Teach. Stud. 1 Teach Stud. Teach. 
Before 
School 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 0 3 2 
8*30-9*25 14 0 10 0 8 0 10 0 5 0 47 0 
9*28-10*23 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
10*26-11*21 20 1 15 1 11 1 30 0 18 0 94 3 
11*24-12*19 17 0 6 2 14 0 0 1 35 0 72 3 
Lunch 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 l 
12*55-1*50 4 0 2 0 4 0 5 1 7 1 22 2 
1*53-2*38 29 0 20 0 
Er- 
I-I 0 10 0 6 0 82 0 
2*41-3*36 10 0 10 0 20 0 21 0 20 1 81 1 
After 
School 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Total 94 3 66 5 74 2 79 2 93 2 406 14 
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to some extent with the cooperation of the teachers. In checking the 
schedule of the school, the librarian discovered that not all classes 
in the Jewett High School have scheduled free periods. 3he seventh 
and eighth grades have free periods daily. Only one section of the 
ninth, tenth and eleventh grades have daily free periods* Individual 
pupils' schedules should permit at least three periods per week for 
work in the library.^- If the instructional program does not make pro¬ 
visions for the required number of library periods teachers can use 
class periods for library laboratory periods. 
Table 4 also reveals a record that was kept of teacher atten¬ 
dance and use during the typical week of March 2-6, 1959» The record 
shows that from one to five teachers used the library daily, or a 
total of 14 or 66 per cent of the teachers for the entire week. JL 
checklist was circulated to all faculty members to determine their 
reasons for not using the library extensively. The reasons which 
appeared most frequently on the checklists were* (l) requests that 
books be sent to classrooms for short loans, 11} (2) no free periods, 
eight. There were two teachers who gave, lack of adequate library 
facilities, as their reasons for not using the library extensively. 
The non-use of the school library should be discussed with teachers 
and administrators.2 
Circulation of Materials 
When the materials in the library are being widely used then 
^Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards, Library 
Services. Section F of Evaluative Criteria, 1950 edition. (Washington, 
D. C.* Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards, 1950), p. 213. 
2 
Henne, Ersted, Lohrer, o£. cit.« p. 33. 
TABLE 5 
CAUSES CF NON-ATTENDANCE IN THE JEVŒTT HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARY 


































7 25 5 0 6 10 0 4 0 
8 19 4 4 3 4 0 2 2 
9 22 16 0 1 5 0 0 0 
10 18 10 2 0 4 0 0 2 
11 14 12 0 0 1 0 0 1 
12 10 5 0 1 2 0 2 0 
Total 108 52 6 11 26 0 8 5 
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it can be said that the library is functioning in the right direction* 
Fargo, points out that the objectives of the circulation system in the 
school library are* 
(a) to provide for the widest possible use of books 
and other library materials by pupils and teachers; 
(b) to make proper adjustments between reference 
demands and home and classroom use of books; (c) 
to put the right book into the hands of the right 
pupil or (teacher) at the right time; and (d) to 
devise a charging system that will carry out the 
above with the least possible expense, friction, 
and expenditure of time* 1 
The librarian at Jewett High School attempts to accomplish 
the above objectives through a loan policy of all printed materials 
(except reference books), and pictures to be circulated for home and 
overnight use* Loans of these same materials are made freely to 
classrooms* Fiction books are circulated for 14 days; non-fiction 
books for seven days* Recordings are not circulated for home use; 
they are circulated for school use only* Reference books and magazines 
are sent out to classrooms under the custody of the teacher for one to 
several periods for special assignments* The audio-visual materials 
are limited in the Jewett High School. Library* There are no films 
in the library; the county maintains a central film center for all 
schools in the county* The high school science teacher is coordinator 
for all county audio-visual materials loaned to the school* 
As for circulation records, a daily circulation record is 
kept at the Jewett High School Library. The record is broken down to 
the 10 major Dewey Decimal classification subject areas and the audio¬ 
visual materials are distributed by type. The records are kept to 
^Lucile Fargo, The Library in the School (Fourth edition, 
Chicago* American Library Association, 1947), p. 317* 
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determine to what extent materials in the various subject fields are 
being used in the school. Circulation figures are not to be over¬ 
emphasized because they do not give accurate measurements of the 
success or failure of the library program. They are of value only 
when they provide information as to the amount and kind of reading the 
students are doing. 
Table 6 points up the types of materials that were withdrawn 
by the students from the Jewett High School during the month of April 
in the current school term. 
The materials are classified under the major divisions of the 
Dewey Decimal Classification System, The table reveals that fiction 
has the greatest number of withdrawals, lid, for the month. Other 
subject areas that followed were fine arts, 32; science, 31; and 
applied science 31* The least number of books withdrawn were in the 
areas of world history, 1; geography and travel, 2; biography, 3; and 
philology, 5. This table is no true indication as to the extent to 
which the materials in the library were used, because the librarian 
stated that the fine arts books are used more than any other books 
in the library. 
Table ^ indicates the types of materials which were withdrawn 
by teachers at the Jewett High School for the typical month of April, 
1959* The major portion of materials that were withdrawn by the 
teachers during the period were used for classroom collections. Mag¬ 
azines are used for other purposes besides classroom collections. 
Five fiction books and one picture were also checked out for other 
purposes besides classroom use. 
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TABLE 6 
BOOKS WITHDRAWN BY STUDENTS DURING THE 







Works ♦ • • • • • • • • 
Fhilosophy 25 2 27 
Religion 18 • • • 18 
Social 
Sciences 20 • «1 20 
Philology 5 • ft 5 
Science 28 3 31 
Applied Science 30 1 31 
Fine Arts 32 • • • 32 
Literature 15 2 17 
World History • • • 1 1 
Geography and 
Travel 2 2 
History 4 4 8 
Biography 3 • • • 3 
Fiction 118 • • • 118 
Short Story 
Collection 10 • • • 10 
Total 310 13 323 
Implementing The Use of the Library 
It is essential that the librarian motivate students and teachers 
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TABLE 7 
TYfES CF MATERIAL WITHDRAWN BY TEACHERS DURING 
THE MONTH CF AfRIL, 1959 
Types of Materials For Classroom 
Collections 
For Use Other Than 
for Classroom 
Collections 
Fiction Books 13 5 
Non-Fiction Books 28 
Magazines 6 20 
Pamphlets 20 • • • 
Pictures 2 1 
Recordings 4 # • » 
Filmstrips ir: • •• 
to use the library. In view of this fact, she must get the cooperation 
of the school administrator and all of the teachers of the school be¬ 
fore an effective job of motivation can be done. The school's ad¬ 
ministrator must encourage the teachers in the school to cooperate in 
furthering the program of the library by making effective use of the 
resources for their teaching and for personal and professional growth* 
The teachers must in turn motivate the students to use the resources 
of the library. It is then, the librarian's responsibility to spear¬ 
head a functional program for implementing the use of the school library. 
In the Jewett High School the librarian gives book talks to 
groups of students in the classrooms and in the library. She shows 
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films and filmstrips on tha advantages of using the library, to groups 
in the library. There is one section of the school paper reserved for 
library news. News about the library and its resources are published 
each month in the paper* The librarian and members of the Library Club 
sponsor: ah annual assembly program commemorating American Book Week. 
During National Library Week, the same group cooperates with the li¬ 
brarian in calling school and community attention to libraries and 
reading through planned activities* 
Whenever the opportunity presents itself the librarian chats 
informally with faculty members about the resources of the library* 
At the beginning of the school term in one of the pre-school planning 
faculty meetings, the librarian talks about the library and the many 
advantages it offers to teachers and students. Throughout the school 
term she calls attention to new materials that have come into the library 
for various departments in the school. Since the bulletin board can be 
considered the librarian's greatest publicity weapon, the librarian at 
the Jewett High School uses this device as a means for implementing 
the use of the library also. 
CHAPTER IV 
ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT 
School library standards have as their basic function the im¬ 
provement of library facilities in the school. Their purpose is to 
suggest a program for immediate betterment of the library and to pre¬ 
sent a picture of ideal library service as a goal for further develop- 
ment. Standards for libraries fall into three categories* national, 
regional, and state. Each school should meet its regional and state 
standards or recommendations for school library service. If the school 
does not meet national standards, plans should be made for doing so as 
2 
soon as possible. 
In this chapter such factors as personnel, finance, and quar¬ 
ters and equipment of the Jewett High School Library will be described 
in the light of national, regional, and state standards. Personnel 
will include the size, professional preparation, statusr and activities 
of the staff members of the libraryj finance, the library budget in 
relation to appropriations and expenditures; quarters and equipment, 
the physical features of the library. 
^Frances L. Spain, "The Application of School-Library Standards." 
The Library in General Education. Forty-Second Yearbook of the National 
Society for the Study of Education, Part II (Chicago* University of 
Chicago Press, 1943), p. 270. 
2 
Henne, Ersted, and Lohrer, A Planning Guide for the High School 




The library staff at the Jewett High School consists of one 
full-time professional librarian and 12 student assistants. The 
librarian works 40 hours per week. The student assistants are not 
paid and work a total of 12 hours per week. 
National standards.—In relation to the American Library Associ¬ 
ation standards, the size of the Jewett High School Library staff does 
not meet the minimum requirements. With an enrollment of 487 pupils 
there should be a full-time librarian and a clerical assistant.^- 
Regional standards.--The Southern Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools standards require that the the size of the library 
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staff shall be the same as specified by the state accrediting agency. 
The State of Florida requires that the library be staffed with one full¬ 
time librarian for an enrollment of 301 to 1000 pupils,3 In view of 
this fact, the library meets regional standards relative to the size of 
the staff. 
State standards.--Since the Florida Accreditation Committee 
standards for staffing materials centers require one full-time librarian 
for a school with an enrollment of 301 to 1000 pupils, the library 
personnel is adequate for Jewett High School's enrollment of 487 students. 
^American Library Association, American Association of School 
Librarians, School Libraries for Today and Tomorrow» Functions and 
Standards. op. cit.. p. 17. 
^Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, 
Constitution and Standards of the Southern Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools (Atlantal Southern Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools, 1958), p. 33• 
^State Department of Education, Standards for Accreditation of 
Florida Schools, op. cit., p. 28. 
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Professional Training of the Library Staff 
The librarian at the Jewett High School is certified by the 
Florida State Department of Education* She holds a Bachelor of Arts 
Degree from Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University in Talla¬ 
hassee, Florida. She has earned 43 graduate semester hours in library 
service} thirty-one of these hours were earned at Atlanta University, 
Atlanta, Georgia. She has had eleven yearsf experience as a classroom 
teacher and has served four years as librarian at the Jewett High School. 
National standards.—In the light of national standards, the 
librarian shall have had one year of library training in order to 
serve from 200 to $00 pupils. The librarian at the Jewett High School 
has had the equivalency of one year's library training in library 
service. For this reason, the professional preparation of the staff 
meets minimum national requirements. 
Regional standards.— According to the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Secondary Schools standards, the school librarian should 
possess the experience and training as specified by the state certifi¬ 
cation agency. The State of Florida requires all library personnel to 
have a graduate state certificate covering library service. The li¬ 
brarian at Jewett High School has a graduate state certificate covering 
library service, so the professional preparation of the staff meets 
with regional standards. 
State standards.—In regard to the factors mentioned above, 
the professional preparation of the Jewett High School Library staff 
meets minimum state standards. 
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Status of the Librarian 
The librarian at the Jewett High School is a recognized member 
of the faculty and enjoys the same privileges and status as other 
teachers* She is considered as head of the library and receives a 
salary comparable to that of other faculty members. The librarian 
is employed during the regular session of 10 months, but her annual 
salary is paid in 12 monthly installments. The librarian does not 
work during the Bummer months} therefore, she does not receive any 
additonal pay. 
Activities of the Librarian 
The librarian at the Jewett High School is relieved one 
period a day by a student assistant who takes care of the circulation 
of materials. The librarian should have one free unscheduled period a 
day so that she can draw up plans for implementing the library program, 
compile reports, plan and supervise technical processes. 
At least 70 per cent of the librarian's time should be given to 
work with teachers and students in school libraries where there is no 
cooperative cataloging and processes.^ Table 8 reveals that the li¬ 
brarian at the Jewett High School spends 55 per cent of her time working 
directly with teachers, making a total of 60 per cent of her time being 
spent working with the two groups. She spends the other 40 per cent 
of her time on the job as follows* five per cent is spent in the 
selection of books and other materials; 2*5 per cent in clerical work; 
15 per cent in circulation work; five per cent in technical processes; 
^Henne, Ersted, and Lohrer, A Planning Guide for the High School 
Library Program, op. cit.. p. 54. 
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TABLE 8 
TILE SPENT BY THE LIBRARIAN WITH VARIOUS TYPES OF ACTIVITIES 
DURING A TYPICAL 1EEK OF APRIL 20-24, 1959 IN THE 
JEflETT HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARY 




Time Spent Per 
Week 
Direct library work 
with teachers 2 5.0 
Direct work with 
students 22 55.0 
Selection of books 
and other materials 2 5.0 
Circulation work 3 7.5 
Clerical work 1 2.5 
Technical processes 6 15.0 
Mending and marking 
books 1 2.5 
Publicity work 1 2.5 
Shelving materials 1 2.5 
Social guidance 1 2.5 
Total 40 100.0 
2.5 per cent in marking and mending booksj 2.5 per cent in publicity 
workj 2*5 per cent in shelving} and 2.5 per cent in social guidance. 
The librarian at the Jewett High School as a member of the 
curriculum committee participates to a great extent in the curriculum 
planning program of the school. This position enables her to become 
informed as to the courses that are offered in the school, and the 
changes that are made in the curriculum. She further familiarizes 
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teachers with the resources of the library which are available for 
curriculum development and fulfillment. The librarian is also a 
member of the testing, awards, and faculty advisory committees and 
is advisor to the Library Club and school paper. 
It is not a requirement under the present administration that 
the librarian make an annual report to the principal of the Jewett 
High School, so for this reason, no annual reports have been made to 
the principal. Nevertheless, the annual report is important, in that, 
it should record the services rendered and should indicate recommen¬ 
dations and plans for furture development of the library. 
Participation in community acitivities, and especially those 
which benefit young people, is recommended for the school librarian. 
The librarian at the Jewett High School is a Girl Scout troop leader; 
a member of the Gray Ladies Organization, a branch of the local Red 
Cross; and The Y/hizzettes Club, a group of women who sponsor activities 
for benefit of the youth in the community. 
Finance 
In the State of Florida, annual appropriations in the public 
schools are based upon the average daily attendance. The sources for 
these appropriations are the local school board, with supplements', by 
the Florida State Department of Education. According to the princi¬ 
pal's annual reports at the Jewett High School for the fiscal years 
from 1956 through 1959» "the average daily attendance for the school 
year 1956-1957 » was 376 with a total of $1,085.01 being spent for library 
materials. This was an average of $2.86 spent per student. The average 
daily attendance for the school year of 1957-1958 in the Jewett High 
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School was 392 with a total of $1,085.01 being spent for library materi¬ 
als and supplies. This was an annual expenditure of $2.78 per student. 
During the current school year, the average daily attendance 
for the Jewett High School was 454 and a total of $1,141.37 was spent 
for library materials and supplies. This was an average of $2.51 per 
student. The expenditure per student for audio-visual materials in the 
Jewett High School is low} in fact, audio-visual materials were pur¬ 
chased only two years out of three. During the year, 1956-1957» only 
$.25 per student was spentj no funds were spent for such materials in 
1957”1958 with $.25 per student being spent in 1958-1959* 
Expenditures for the past three years exceeded national, re¬ 
gional, and state standards. This was largely because the committee 
representing the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools 
during the evaluation period in 1955» requested that the library bud¬ 
get be increased each year until the book collection reaches the mini¬ 
mum standards recommended by the Association. 
Table 9 indicates the distribution of expenditures for books, 
periodicals, pamphlets, audio-visual materials, supplies and equipment 
by percentages in the Jewett High School Library for the current three 
years, 1956-1959* No funds were spent for binding during this period. 
Table 9 reveals that the Jewett High School Library spent the 
greatest percentage of its budget for books. A very small percentage 
of the budget was spent for other items in the budget. 
Adequacy of Income 
National standards.--According to national standards, the total 
annual budget for the Jewett High School Library should have been $730.50 
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TABUS 9 
DISTRIBUTION OF EXPENDITURES FCR BOOKS, PERIODICALS, 
PAMPHLETS, AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS, SUPPLIES 
AND EQUIPMENT BY PERCENTAGES 
1956-1959 















1957 $1,085.01 95 1.5 1.5 2.0 100 
1957 
1958 1,085.01 95 1.5 • • • 3.5 100 
1958 
1959 1,141.37 95 1.5 2.0 1.5 100 
allowing $1*50 per capita for 487 pupils* The appropriated budget for 
the past three years exceeded the national standards* 
Regional standards.—In the light of regional standards, an 
enrollment of $00 or fewer pupils requires an annual appropriation of 
at least $1.25 per pupil per year for library materials. The total 
annual budget should have been $608*75 according to these standards, 
but the appropriations for the Jewett High School Library materials 
surpassed these minimum requirements. 
State standards.--Florida state standards require an annual 
appropriation of not less than $1.00 per pupil for aduio-visual ma¬ 
terials.^- According to state standards the current annual budget should 
State Department of Educarion, Standards for Accreditation of 
Florida Schools, op. cit.« p. 27» " 
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have been $730*50» however, it exceeded state standards in that it 
was $1,141.37• 
Administration and Organization of Budget 
The Jewett High School librarian has the responsibility of 
planning for the expenditure of all library funds. The supervising 
principal of the school area notifies the principal of the proposed 
budget each year. The principal then informs the librarian of the 
allocations for library materials. This procedure is recommended, 
because without knowing what the year's income for the library is to 
be, the school librarian cannot develop the library's collection 
efficiently; neither: can she meet urgent requests for new materials. 
The library has funds available for the purchase of books and 
other materials throughout the school year. The Jewett High School 
has a policy of spending all of the allotted funds by the end of each 
school year. Because of a centralized accounting policy that is set 
up in the school area, no petty cash fund is kept by the library. 
The librarian prepares a list of materials to be ordered for 
the library and submits and discusses the list with the principal. 
He passes the list into the business office for the school area. From 
this office the orders are sent to jobbers. All expenditures and balances 
for materials that are purchased for the Jewett High School library are 
recorded and kept in the area office. The librarian does not keep any 
financial records, because the invoices for materials are not sent to 
the librarian. This procedure however, puts the librarian to a disad¬ 
vantage because she is not able to keep records of expenditures. 
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Quarters and Equipment 
The Jewett High School Library consists of a reading room with 
open adjustable shelves, a conference room and a combination office- 
workroom. The floor space of 1042 square feet is covered with gray and 
white rubber tile. There are 10 rectangular tables; nine in the reading 
room, and one in the conference room. The reading room provides a 
seating capacity for 54 people, which is 11 per cent of the school's 
total population. The conference room will accommodate from 10 to 
12 persons at any one time. There is not enough storage space in the 
combination office-workroom. It is equipped with limited storage space, 
shelving, a desk, typewriter, two filing cabinets, and a sink with 
running water* 
Table 10 reveals the extent to which the Jewett High School 
Library owns standard equipment* There are only six card catalog trays 
in the library, and this number is far from being adequate for the 
collection of materials in the library. Only one bulletin board 3'6" 
x 4* 4" is in the library. The librarian feels that one small bulletin 
board is not sufficient for the library. No book trucks are owned by 
the library. 
Table 11 reveals the extent to which the Jewett High School 
Library owns audio-visual equipment. The library has no head-phones 
for listening to records, no turntables, cabinets for maps and posters, 
or no television sets. The school owns one television set, but it is 
housed in the school lunchroom. The school library should have adequate 
audio-visual equipment for a well rounded program of service to students 
and teachers in the library. 
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The lighting facilities of the Jewett High School Library are 
excellent. There are 8 awning type windows which cover the entire north 
side of the library, and 8 jalousie type, high windows above the shelv¬ 
ing on the south side. These windows provide adequate lighting and 
ventilation. 
The Jewett High School Library is attractive in appearance. 
The walls are painted pale green with a white ceiling. The furniture 
is of light oak and the circulation desk is adjacent to the workroom 
and exit. The library is kept clean at all times. It has functional 
equipment, several beautiful green plants and pictures. In attractive 
trophy case with many trophies on display is also in the library. The 
items and equipment make for an attractive library. 
Adequacy of Quarters and Equipment 
National standards.—According to national standards, the mini¬ 
mum seating capacity for an enrollment of $00 should be ?5« The Jewett 
High School Library does not meet these standards because the seating 
capacity is 54 with an enrollment of 487 pupils. 
A workroom with storage space, and a conference room are recom¬ 
mended. Adequate storage space for back issues of periodicals, books 
not frequently needed for circulation, and for addio-visual materials 
and equipment should be provided. Adjustable open shelving, not higher 
than that which the average child can reach should be installed in the 
library. Hie tables should be of such a size that sufficient aisle 
space will be provided, and that they will seat no more than six people 
at any one time. The chairs should encourage proper posture. The Jewett 
High School Library does not meet the standard of adequate storage space 
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TABLE 10 
TYPES OF STANDARD EQUIPMENT OWNED BY JEWETT HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARY 
Types of Equipment Number in Library 
Shelving for books xxxxxx 
; 
Shelving for magazines   1 
Bulletin boards    1 
Vertical files      2 
Typewriters   1 
Tables   10 
Chairs   64 
Card catalog trays 6 
Desks for the librarian or assistants ... 2 
Book trucks 0 
Dictionary and atlas stands .••••••••.••• 2 
Electrical outlets 3 
Sink9 running water 1 
howevery the other standards are met. 
Regional standards.—In the light of regional standards, the 
reading room should be large enough to accomodate 15 per cent of an 
enrollment. The Jewett High School Library does not meet these stan¬ 
dards, for the library seats only 11 per cent of the total enrollment 
of 4Ô7, In order to meet regional standards the library should seat 
74 people. 
These standards further recommend that the library have separate 
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TABLE 11 
TYESS ÛF AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT OWNED BY JEWETT HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARY 
Types of Equipment Number in Library 
Radios  0 
Head-phones for listening to records •••... 0 
Turntables •••...• .................... 0 
Movie projectors    1 
Filmstrip projector 1 
Projection screens   2 
Tape recorder   •••••«.••.••••••••• 1 
Phonographs ••••*..• ... •  1 
Cabinets for slides and filmstrips    0 
Cabinets for maps and posters 0 
Television sets    0 
Globes     1 
Microphone and amplifiers  1 
work and storage space for an enrollment up to $00 papils. Conference 
rooms are desirable. All standard equipment in the line of shelving) 
tables and chairs should be used. The Jewett High School Library meets 
these standards. 
State standards.—In relation to state standards, for schools 
with an enrollment less than 1,000 the library or materials center should 
provide space for 15 per cent of the enrollment. The Jewett High School 
Library does not meet state requirements along these lines. 
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The state standards also recommend that the library shall in¬ 
clude a workroom equipped for preparation and storage of materials, 
and servicing of audio-visual equipment* Adequate shelving for books 
and periodicals, and shelving or cases for audio-visual materials should 
be provided* The equipment should include chairs and tables of appro¬ 
priate sizes for the students. The Jewett High School Library meets 
all of these standards except the one related to adequate shelving or 
cases for audio-visual materials* 
CHAPTER V 
THE MATER IMS COLLECTION 
The school library should be a materials center for both teachers 
and pupils, rather than just a depository for books. By materials is 
meanti (1) printed matter such as books, pamphlets, magazines, news» 
papers, charts? (2) audio-visual items, such as films, film-strips, 
recordings, slides, maps, globes, pictures, charts? (3) collection of 
rocks, stamps, sea shells, models, exhibits, Indian relics, Confederate 
firearms, - anything with instructional value which is subject to ac¬ 
quisition, organization and circulation.^ These materials should, be 
made readily accessible to teachers and pupils. 
This chapter presents an evaluation of the materials collection 
of the Jewett High School Library. Standard checklists of books and 
periodicals for school libraries were used to determine the extent to 
which the titles in the collection are included in basic selection tools. 
Books 
Books are the number one type of material in the school library 
collection. They provide wide coverage of curricular and individual 
pupil interests. Books which make up a school library should fall into 
three groups* (1) books for ready reference? (2) books in the different 
^State Department of Education, The Materials Center Bulletin 
22C (Tallahassee* State Department of Education, 1955), p. 9* 
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fields of knowledge - science, history, the arts, langauges, biography, 
travel, and literature; and (3) books which are read without reference 
to school assignments - plays, poetry and travel."*- 
Table 12 indicates the holdings of the Jewett High School 
Library according to A Basic Book Collection for Junior High Schools^ 
as they are distributed in the ten major classes fo the Dewey Decimal 
System, 
Table 13 indicates the library holdings on the Jewett High 
School according to A Basic Book Collection of High Schools^ as they 
are distributed in the ten major classes of the Dewey Decimal System also. 
The Jewett High School Library has a total of 2,026 titles and 
2,184 volumes. Of the 2,026 titles, 647 or 31*9 per cent are found in 
the Basic Book Collection series. The remaining 1,399 are found in other 
book selection tools, such as, the Standard Catalog for High School 
Libraries and Supplements.4 the Childrens Catalog? Booklist and Subscription 
Anne Thaxter Eaton, "Book Selection for the School library," 
The Library in General Education. Forty-Second Yearbook of the National 
Society for the Study of Education, Fart II (Chicago* University of 
Chicago Press, 1943), p. 166. 
2 
American Library Association, National Education Association^ 
and National Council of Teachers of English, A Basic Book Collection for 
Junior High Schools (Chicago* American Library Association, 195^)» 
^American Library Association, National Education Association, 
and National Council of Teachers of English, A Basic Book Collection 
for High Schools (Chicago* American Library Association, 1957). 
^Standard Catalog for High School Libraries and Supplements 
(New York* H. W. Wilson Co., 1952-57). 
^Children*s Catalog (New York* H. W. Wilson Co., 1956). 
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Books Bulletin,and Recommended Library Books for Florida Schools 
2 
TABLE 12 
LIBRARY HOLDINGS AS COMPARED WITH REPRESENTATIONS IN A BASIC 





Books Held By 
Library 
Percentage of 
Books Held by 
Library 
General Works 16 8 50.0 
Philosophy 9 4 44.4 
Religion 17 11 64.7 
Social Sciences 10$ 27 * 25.0 
Language 6 4 66.6 
Science 97 30 30.9 
Useful Arts 94 37 39.4 
Fine Arts 92 46 50.0 
Literature 46 21 45.7 
History 286 40 13.9 
Fiction 189 62 32.8 
Short Story 
Collection 13 8 61.5 
Magazines 31 16 51*6 
Total 1004 314 31.3 
Booklist and Subscription Books Bulletin (Chicago! American 
Library Association, 1956-59)* 
^Recommended Library Books for Florida Schools (Tallahasseei 
State Department of Education, 1955). 
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TABLE 13 
LIBRARY HOLDINGS AS COMPARED WITH REPRESENTATIONS IN A BASIC 





Books Held By 
Library 
Percentage of 
Books Held by 
library 
General Works 37 12 32.4 
Philosophy 13 7 53.8 
Religion 11 5 45.4 
Social Sciences 145 38 26.2 
Language 21 6 28.5 
Science 99 21 21.2 
Useful Arts 156 33 2.1 
Fine Arts ' 138 34 2.4 
Literature 163 25 5.3 
History 328 52 15.8 
Fiction 303 86 25.0 
Short Story 
Collection 43 12 27.9 
Magazines 59 2 3.3 
Total 1482 333 22.5 
Adequacy of the Library's Book Collection 
Table 14 reveals the distribution of the book holdings in the 
Jewett High School Library as compared to the distribtuion of the books 
in the Standard Catalog for High School Libraries.1 Fifth edition, 
^Standard Catalog for High School Libraries (5th edition, New 
York* H. W. Wilson Co., 1947), p. vi« 
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1947* According to this distribution, the collection is weak in the 
following areas* Useful arts, literature, geography and travel, 
biography and history. The general reference works need strengthening. 
The library also needs books in the categories of occupations, United 
Nations and World Planning, and intergroup understanding. 
TABLE 14 
DISTRIBUTION Œ BOOK HOIDINGS IN THE JEWETT HIGH SCHOOL 
LIBRARY BASED ON PERCENTAGES GIVEN IN THE FIFTH EDITION 













General Works 30 1.4 1.5 
Philosophy 44 2.1 1.0 
Religion 61 3.0 1.0 
Social Sciences 258 11.7 9.6 
Languages 40 1.9 1.0 
Science 196 9.6 7.6 
Useful Arts 197 9.7 16.7 
Fine Arts 198 9.9 8.0 
Literature 133 6.5 10.8 
Geography and 
Travel 38 1.8 6.0 
Biography 172 8.4 9.9 
History 133 6.5 9.9 
Fiction and 
Story Collection 601 27.5 17.0 
Total 2026 100.0 100.0 
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National standards»—-The book collection of the Jewett High 
School Library does not meet with minimum national requirements of 
3,500 titles for an enrollment of $00 pupils* According to national 
standards, there should be a minimum of 3,409 titles in the library 
for an enrollment of 487 pupils* Thi3 figure would meet the require*^ 
ment of seven books per capita* 
Regional standards*«-The book collection of the Jewett High Sc 
School Library does not meet regional standards of five books per 
pupil. The library should have 2,435 books in order to meet these 
requirements* 
State standards*’—The State of Florida requires a well se¬ 
lected collection of books for school libraries. No specific reference 
is made to a specific number of titles that the school libraries 
should have in the collection. It may be assumed that the Jewett 
High School Library is meeting state standards with 2,026 titles, since 
the basic book selection tools were used in building the collection* 
Organization and Administration of the 
Book Collection 
The book collection of the Jewett High School Library is classi¬ 
fied according to the Dewey Decimal Classification System. The library 
has an organized card catalog which includes the author, title, and 
subject cards for all books in the library. A shelf list and an acces¬ 
sion record book are also kept in the library. Cutter numbers are 
omitted from fiction and non-fiction books in the library. Only the 
class number plus the first initial of the author's last name are 
used as markings on the spines of all books. The librarian has to type 
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all catalog cards for books in the library. An inventory of all 
library materials has been taken once in two years by the librarian. 
It is recommended that ideally a complete inventory should be taken 
once a year; however, it should be taken not less than once in three 
years. 
Periodicals 
i Magazines and newspapers must not be thought of as merely 
ephemeral materials. Their role in the school library's collection 
has changed. They provide current information and supply the need 
for contemporary reference work. In this capacity they can serve as 
supplements to or substitutes for books in the library. Magazines 
in the library's collection should be so selected that they will meet 
non-academic needs of the students as well as the academic needs. 
The Jewett High School Library subscribes to 34 magazines, 
that are kept in attractive durable plastic covers with red trim. 
Only five magazines out of this number are professional. These in¬ 
clude two general professional magazines, one English journal, one 
physical education magazine, and one school shop magazine. The other 
magazines are distributed as much aB possible in various subject areas. 
Because of limited storage space the magazines are kept only for a 
two-year period. The library has no bound volumes of magazines. 
Table 15 reveals the magazine holdings of the Jewett High 
School Library. The collection was checked against the magazines in 
Laura Martin's Magazines for School Libraries to determine the subject 
areas represented in the library's collection. 
■^Laura K. Martin, Magazines for School Libraries (New York* 
H. ¥. Wilson co., 1950). 
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TABLE 15 









Percentage of Libra 
Holdings Représente 
on Martin's List 
Agriculture and Pets 20 1 5.0 
Art 12 1 8.3 
Aviation 15 1 6.6 
Book Reviews and 
Creative Writings 14 1 7.1 
Current Comment and 
Personalities 22 4 18.1 
Drama 55 • • • • • • 
Family Lifo and Consumer 
Education 7 • • • • • • 
Fashion and Beauty 
Aids 6 2 33.3 
Fiction and the American 
Scene 6 1 16.6 
Handicrafts 8 2 25.0 
The Home 8 2 25.0 
Music 9 1 ll.l 
Nature Study 7 1 14.3 
Outdoor Life 11 1 9.0 
Photography 5 • •• • • • 
Radio 7 • • • • •• 
School and Club Activity 13 3 23.0 
Science 9 » • • 
Social Problems in¬ 
cluding Minority Groups 16 2 12.5 
Vocational and Business 
Interests 18 1 5.5 
Women's Fiction 5 1 20.0 
World Today 7 1 •14.3 
Elementary 18 2 11.1 
Others • • • 6 • • • 
Total 248 34 
— 
13.5 
The Table indicates that the 34 magazines subscribed to by the 
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library, 27 or 79*3 per cent of them were on the Martin List. The 
number of subscriptions for each area represented ranged from one to 
four. The magazine collection is lacking representation in the fol¬ 
lowing five subject areast drama, family life and consumer education, 
photography, radio and science. A list of the titles of magazines to 
which the school subscribes is found in Appendix C. 
In regards to newspapers, the school library should subscribe 
to a local and a regional metropolitan newspaper. The Jewett High 
School Library subscribes to three newspapers; one daily paper and 
two weekly papers. The daily paper gives state and national coverage; 
one weekly paper gives local news, and the other gives national cover¬ 
age. 
A Kardex or similar file to record magazine and newspaper 
holdings is not fcept by the Jewett High School library. Such a device 
is useful in that a record of the library's total holding is easily 
accessible and missing numbers can be detected easily. 
Adequacy of Periodicals 
National standards.— According to national standards, the 
Jewett High School Library meets the minimum requirement relative to 
quantity of magazines. These standards recommend that 15-25 magazines 
be subscribed to for a high school enrollment of 200 pupils. The 
library subscribes to 34- magazines and the enrollment of the school 
is 487. 
Regional standards.—In the light of regional standards, the 
Jewett High School Library meets minimum requirements of 20 to 30 
periodicals for an enrollment of 301 to 500 pupils. There is a total 
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enrollment of 487 pupils at the Jewett High School* 
State standards «--The state requires that the school library 
should subscribe to a variety of current and suitable magazines which 
shall be made accessible to teachers and pupils.Since the library 
subscribes to 34 magazines it may be assumed that it meets with minimum 
state requirements in this capacity. 
Audio-Visual Materials 
As was previously mentioned in the study, the county maintains 
a central film depository for all of the schools in the county. The 
Jewett High School Library does not own any films. The library does} 
however, contain 101 recordings} six opera, $0 popular music, 15 ballads, 
15 drama, five language, and 10 stories. The library also contains 
55 slides, 112 filmstrips, and a picture file containing 223 flat 
pictures* 
The audio-visual materials collection is far from being ad¬ 
equate for meeting the needs of teachers and students in the Jewett 
High School. Since audio-visual materials are Just as essential as 
printed materials in developing good learning situations, it is impor¬ 
tant that the school continually build up an adequate and well-balanced 
collection of audio-visual materials* 
Pamphlets 
The school library should have a functional collection of 
pamphlets to supplement the book collection. No quantitative measures 
^State Department of Education, Standards for Accreditation 
of Florida Schools (Tallahassee1 State Department of Education, 
1954), p. 26. 
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have been established for the number of pamphlets that a school library 
should have. Pamphlets are added through gifts and purchases each year 
to the collection in the library. The collection is weeded annually by 
the librarian, because pamphlets accumulate very rapidly and are mostly 
of ephemeral value* During the school year, 1956-57» there were 71 
pamphlets added to the collection; in 1957-58» 77 were added; and 80 
were added during the current academic year. 
The pamphlets are filed in the vertical files according to 
subject. Subject cards are placed in the catalog indicating all 
pamphlet material. The librarian at the Jewett High School uses the 
following recognized sources for selecting pamphlet material! Journal 
of the National Education Association*^ the Standard Catalog for High 
School Librariesand the Vertical File Index.3 
Special Collections 
In the reading room of the library, located in a special 
section of shelving, there is a collection of professional materials 
for faculty members of the Jewett High School* The collection contains 
65 titles. Twenty-two of the titles were added during the current 
academic year. The collection is maintained through gifts from the 
principal, teachers, and through the general library budget. It is 
recommended; however, that the professional materials not be purchased 
^Journal of The National Education Association (Y/ashingtont 
National Education Association, 1957-59). 
2 
Standard Catalog for High School Libraries (New York! 
H. W. Wilson, 1952-57). 
3 
Vertical File Index (New York! H. W. Wilson Co., 1956-59). 
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out of the school library budget unless some provision has been made for 
them in setting up the original budget. 
The librarian at the Jewett High School is responsible for the 
administration and organization of this collection. The materials 
for the collection are selected by the principal, classroom teachers 
and the librarian. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AM) RECOMMENDATIONS 
Although the holdings of the Jewett High School Library are 
somewhat limited in size, the librarian attempts to select those 
materials which coincide with the curriculum of the school* The 
librarian assists the teachers in getting materials that are needed 
in their courses and also helps the students to develop good habits of 
selecting and using the materials. There are materials in the library 
for all of the students in the school, both talented and non-talented. 
The materials are appropriate and meaningful for the growth and develop¬ 
ment of the total individual in our democratiè society. This policy is 
in keeping with the objectives of the school. 
Experiences received from lectures, group work and club meetings 
in the library allow the students to develop and express opinions of 
their own and to develop tolerance and respect for the rights of others. 
From the current materials including periodicals and newspapers students 
received information of civic and social factors that will enable them 
to live as worthwhile citizens in their community. The library main¬ 
tains an atmosphere conducive to study; all materials are easily acces¬ 
sible to students and teachers and are essential to the instructional 
program of the school. 
This study has attempted to describe and evaluate the library 
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of the Jewett High School, Winter Haven, Florida, in the light of 
national, regional, and state standards; and to determine to what ex¬ 
tent the library meets the educational goals of the school. As a re¬ 
sult of the survey, the most significant favorable comments that can 
be made are* 
1. The library is easily accessible to all school 
personnel. 
2. The attendance and use of the library by students 
is fair. 
3. The librarian has the cooperation of the Library 
Club members to assist in selling the library 
to the entire school* 
Winter Haven is centrally located in the Florida peninsula. 
Citrus and tourism are the major industries of the community. The 
Bartow Air Base, 10 miles from the city affords a supplement to the 
economic security of the community. The climate of the city can be 
considered as sub-tropical with the warmest weather occurring from 
June through September. 
The population of Winter Haven is 8,605 with 1,532 or 17 per 
cent of the population being Negro. The median annual income of 
families in Winter Haven is $2,219 with 45.7 per cent having annual 
incomes less than $2,000. Because of low incomes many children are 
unable to go to college. 
Jewett High School is accredited by the Florida State Depart¬ 
ment of Education and is approved by the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Secondary Schools. The school has a total of 487 students. 
It has been noted that pupils have a tendency to drop out of school after 
their ninth year. Annual appropriations for the support of the school 
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in fact, for all of the schools in Florida depend upon the average 
daily attendance. 
Library Activities and Services for 
Students and Teachers 
The library program of the Jewett High School makes provisions 
for cooperative planning of the librarian, teachers, and students in 
suggesting materials that the library should have, and the extent to 
which they should be used. This is done by individual teachers, 
students and student groups in the school including the Library Club 
and student library assistants. The faculty library committee also 
helps to formulate policies for the library. 
The librarian contributes to the reading guidance program 
of the school by preparing reading lists and supplying remedial 
reading materials for retarded readers. She contributes to the 
social guidance program of the school through counseling students 
about their behavior and proper attitude towards public property. 
Both of these duties are in keeping with the objectives of the school, 
and the library functions to further the objectives of school. 
Library instruction is given all seventh and eighth grade 
students one class period of 55 minutes, for eight weeks at the begin¬ 
ning of each academic year. However, continuous individual instruction 
is given to all students as the need arises. Instruction is integrated 
to some extent in the English classes when the unit concerning the 
use of the library is reached. 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations are made relative to library 
activities and services for students and teachers* 
1. More time and effort should be gigen by the 
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librarian of Jewett High School to acquainting 
the teachers and students with the various 
services provided by the library. 
2. The librarian should motivate teachers to 
share to a greater extent in the selection 
of materials for the library. 
General Use of the Library 
It was pointed up in this chapter that the library of the 
Jewett High School is easily accessible to all school personnel. The 
library is open all day including thirty minutes before school and 
fifteen minutes after school. It is used exclusively for library 
purposes except one half day out each school year, when aptitude tests 
are given senior pupils. Students are admitted to the library only 
upon presentation of passes from their teachers. 
A record of student and teacher attendance was kept for a 
typical week of March 2-6, 1959* The record revealed that 406 students 
or 84 per cent and 14 teachers or 21 per cent used the library during 
that period. At least 75 per cent of the student body diould use the 
library once during a typical week, but ideally all pupils should use 
it in that length of time. 
The factors which prevented regular library attendance by the 
students were the lack of free periods and lack of interest in reading. 
Hie factors which prevented regular attendance by teachers were no 
free periods and requests that materials be sent to classrooms for short 
loans. 
All printed materials in the library with the exception of 
reference books and pictures are circulated for home use. The tech¬ 
niques used by the librarian for implementing the use of the library 
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are the school paper, talks to teachers and students, assembly pro¬ 
grams and displays# 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations are made relative to the general 
use of the library* 
1. Provisions should be made for the library to be 
open during vacation periods or for a loan system 
to be established during this period until some 
type of public library services become available 
in the community. 
2. The librarian should attempt to find reasons 
why some students don't like to read and remedy 
the situation to some extent. 
3. The librarian should discuss the teachers' non¬ 
use of the library with the principal and 
teachers. 
Administrative Organization and Management 
This chapter described and evaluated the personnel, finance, 
quarters, and equipment of the Jewett High School Library in regards to 
national, regional, and state standards. The significant findings were* 
1. The size of the professional staff does not 
meet with national standards, but it does 
meet regional and state standards. 
2. The librarian is a recognized member of the 
faculty, a member of the curriculum, testing, 
awards committees, and also an advisor to the 
school paper and Library Club. She partici¬ 
pates too in community activities. 
3* The librarian spends 60 per cent of her time 
in working with students and teachers, instead 
of the recommended 70 per cent. 
4. The library budget has been adequate in re¬ 
lation to national, regional and state 
standards since 1956. In 1956-57, $2.86 
per pupil was spent for library materials} 
$2.78 in 1957“59» and $2*51 for the current 
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academic year. 
5. The quarters of the library do not meet mini¬ 
mum national, regional and state standards. 
The seating capacity of the library is in¬ 
adequate and combination workroom-office are 
too small. 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations are made relative to administrative 
organization and management* 
1. Plans should be made as soon as possible to 
provide a clerical assistant for the library. 
2. More time should be spent by the librarian 
in working directly with students and teachers. 
3. An annual written report on the status and 
needs of the library should be submitted to 
the principal of the school. 
4. The librarian should be allowed to handle 
a petty cash fund for the purchasing of 
incidentals, costing less than a dollar for 
the library. 
5. Invoices for materials that have been purchased 
for the library should be sent from the area 
school office to the librarian of Jewett High 
School, so that adequate accounting records 
can be kept. 
6. More catalog trays, bulletin boards and a 
book truck are needed in the library. 
7. More audio-visual equipment is needed in the 
library. 
8. The seating capacity of the library should 
be increased} so that at least 15 per cent 
of the school's total enrollment can be 
seated. 
9. Adequate storage space to accommodate back 
issues of periodicals, books that are not 
frequently used for circulation, and shelving 
or cases for aduio-visual materials should 
be provided in the library. 
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The Materials Collection 
In this chapter the materials collection is evaluated in terms 
of national, regional, and state standards. It was revealed that the 
Jewett High School Library has 2,026 titles and 2,184 volumes* The 
library does not meet national and regional standards. National 
standards require 3*500 titles for an enrollment of 500 pupils.. Regional 
standards require 5 books per student, which would mean a total of 2,435 
books for the enrollment of 487 students at Jewett High School. The 
library does meet state standards which require a collection of well 
selected books from recommended book selection tools* 
National, regional and state standards in quantity for magazine 
subscriptions are met, but five important areas of representation in¬ 
cluding drama, family life and consumer education, photography, radio 
and science are missing. The library has a limited collection of 
audio-visual materials, including records, filmstrips, slides, and 
flat pictures. The library also has a vertical file with pamphlets 
filed according to subject* There is a special collection of profess¬ 
ional books housed in special section of shelves of the reading room* 
Facility members are helping to build this collection through gifts* 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations are made relative to the materials 
collections 
1, Printed catalog cards should be purchased for 
the library* 
2* Magazines in the areas of drama, family life 
and consumer education, photography, radio, 
and science should be represented in the 
library's collection* 
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3. The administrators of the school should con¬ 
tinue to increase the appropriations for the 
library until the book collection meets with 
national and regional standards* 
4* The audio-visual materials collection, book 
holdings in the areas of useful arts, 
literature, geography and travel, biography, 
and history should be increased* 
5* The professional collection should be in¬ 
creased, but materials should not be pur¬ 
chased out of the school library budget 
unless some additional funds are provided 
in it for such purpose* 
APPENDIX A 
CHECKLIST CONCERNING STUDENTS' USE CF THE LIBRARY 
Do you use your library at least once per week? (Please check one item.) 
 Yes 
  No 
If the answer is, No, please check the reason why you are failing to 
do so. 
_____________ No free periods. 
____________ Supervised study program in the classroom. 
___________ Textbook centered instruction. 
__________ Lack of interest in reading. 
___________ Use of classroom collections. 
  Lack of adequate library facilities. 
__________ Use of library resources outside the school. 
___________ Other (list)»  
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APPENDIX B 
CHECKLIST CONCERNING TEACHERS* USE OF THE LIBRARY 
To what extent do you use the library? Please check one item. 
A. _______________ Extensively 
B. ______________ Considerably 
C. Some 
♦ D. ______________ Very little 
E. ______________ Not at all 
If you are not using the library extensively please check the reason why 
you are failing to do sot 
_________________ No free period 
_________________ Textbook centered instruction 
________________ Lack of interest in reading 
_________________ Use of classroom collections 
__________________ Requests that books and other materials be 
sent to classroom for short loans. 
__________________ Lack of adequate library facilities 
  Other (List)t  
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APPENDIX C 
MAGAZINES TO WHICH THE JEWETT 
HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARY SUBSCRIBES 






Book Reviews and Creative Writings 
Poetry 




United States News and World Report 
Fashion and Beauty Aids 
Charm 
Seventeen 






Better Homes and Gardens 






Field and Stream 
School and Club Activity 





Magazines - Continued 
Social Problems Including Minority Groups 
Ebony 
Recreation 
Vocational and Business Interests 









Living for Young Homemakers 
English Journal 
Journal of the National Education Association 
Florida State Teachers' Bulletin 
Christian Life 
Farm and Ranch 
♦ Not on the Martin List 
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